
Carpet Care Quiz

NAME _________________________________________       DATE  ________________

1. A best practice for preventing soils from entering a building is
a. Spray buffing
b. Vacuuming each month
c. Sweeping compound
d. Walk-off mats

 
2. Dry Foam technology is what type of carpet maintenance?

a. Daily
b. Interim
c. Restorative
d. None of the above

 
3. Extraction cleaning is a restorative process because:

a. It drives moisture through the backing of the carpet
b. It extracts worn fibers and microbial reservoirs
c. It brings back the gloss and makes carpet manageable
d. It removes medium-heavy soil from the carpet

 
4. The most frequently used machine for wet carpet cleaning is?

a. Dry foam
b. Bonnet buffing
c. Extractor
d. Auto scrubber

 
5. For the heavier soils you should:

a. Double the dilution rate of pre-spray
b. Call a professional
c. Pre-spray and bonnet buff
d. Pre-spray, shampoo and then extract

 

6. Apply the spotter around the spot and then directly to the spot and:
a. Allow to dwell for the time specified on the label
b. Agitate with a blunt scraper and work towards the middle of the spot
c. Rub vigorously with a carpet brush
d. Immediately place a cloth over the area and then stand on the affected area to remove the spot.
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7. What should be completed before pre-spraying?
a. Dry Foam
b. Vacuum
c. Extract
d. Set pile with carpet rake

8. Effective spot cleaning requires:
a. The correct spotting chemical
b. Prompt treatment of spills and stains
c. Patience
d. All of the above

 
9. Before and during vacuuming you should:

a. Run over light trash to see how powerful the vacuum is
b. Pick up trash after the job is completed
c. Kick trash into an OSHA approved corner
d. Pick up light trash

10. To maintain your vacuum cleaner you should replace the bags when they are how full?
a. 1/4
b. 1/2
c. 2/3
d. Completely Filled

 

True or False

T   F  Bleach is an excellent carpet cleaner.

T   F  No single spotting chemical is available to remove ALL spots.

T   F  Quick attention can prevent a spot from becoming a stain.
 


